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In the recent years, Airbus DS GmbH started a turbopump initiative to
buildup fundamental capabilities in analyzing and designing turbomachinery within a German national funded program ¤TARES.¥ Turbomachinery is widely used in di¨erent rocket propulsion systems and include
such parts as pumps and turbines. Turbines are used for generating
power required by pumps in order to feed the propellants to the thrust
chamber. The paper is dedicated to present an overview about currently ongoing conceptual design activities of turbomachinery covering
the main design phases like TPA (TurboPump Assembly) layout tradeo¨; rotational speed selection with respect to e©ciency and cavitation;
§ow path design techniques including blade pro¦ling; computer-aided
design (CAD) work; and preliminary structural analyses. This paper
presents the main outcome applying the established design logic to a liquid oxygen (LOx) turbomachinery. The component is designed based
on a dedicated speci¦cation for an expander cycle type engine. This
includes a LOx pump unit comprising inducer and impeller as well as
a subsonic single stage reaction turbine. For the turbine drive, gaseous
hydrogen (GH2 ) heated within the thrust chamber cooling circuit is used.
Within this paper, a general overview about the preliminary work results
of pump and turbine sizing, pro¦ling, performance estimation as well as
structural aspects is given.

NOMENCLATURE
c Theoretical spouting velocity, m/s
d Pump impeller outlet diameter, m
Ds Speci¦c diameter
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H
Hloss
n
NPSH
Ns
Nss
ptotal
pvapor
Q
u
u/c
–H
η
ρ

Pump head, J/kg
Pump inlet losses, J/kg
Rotational speed, rpm
Net Positive Suction Head, J/kg
Speci¦c speed
Suction speci¦c speed
Stagnation pump inlet pressure, Pa
Fluid vapor pressure at inlet conditions, Pa
Volume §ow rate, m3
Circumferential pitchline velocity, m/s
Pitchline velocity vs. theoretical spouting velocity
Pump head, m
Pump/turbine e©ciency
Turbine reaction degree

Subscripts
base
lower value
LOxTPA
nominal
upper value

1

Existing reference pump used for parameter scaling
Minimum assessed rotational speed by similarity approach
120-kilonewton TPA to be designed within this study
Nominal value used for LOx TPA design
Maximum assessed rotational speed by similarity approach

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a turbopump initiative has been started at Airbus DS GmbH
as a part of a German nationally funded research programme ¤TARES.¥ The
main objective of this initiative is to design an LOx TPA for a 120-kilonewton
thrust class upper stage expander cycle rocket engine. To achieve this goal, an
overall design and layout de¦nition logic has been established covering design
methods, software requirements, and anchoring using simulation tools and inhouse heritage. In parallel, available designs and test data have been used for
method anchoring.
Based on a proposed 120-kilonewton upper stage LOxLH2 (liquid hydrogen) expander cycle pump speci¦cation and a corresponding trade-o¨, an LOxturbopump unit (TPU) has been designed. Hydrodynamic characteristics as well
as the cavitation behavior have been evaluated by empirical and computational
§uid dynamics (CFD) methods. The several design steps have been anchored
using in-house and public data. Several empirical methods within the design
process have been analyzed, discussed, and used in order to create an initial
pump design for further design optimization.
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The matching subsonic turbine design is based on a preselected axial stage
con¦guration with the ambition of simplicity at a su©ciently high overall e©ciency. After de¦ning the main §ow path, di¨erent approaches for airfoil de¦nition have been investigated, providing a basis design for further optimization
using CFD as well. For performance prediction, beside empirical methods, CFD
has been applied.
Based on the main data obtained by the ¦rst design loop, a three-dimensional
(3D) model of the overall turbomachinery has been established, allowing estimating several structural aspects like Eigen frequencies, critical rotational speed,
and shaft bending dependent on the used bearings and seals. In the next phase,
the 3D model will be also used to investigate and estimate the occurring radial
and axial loads during operation for further design optimization.

2

COMPANY TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY
KNOW-HOW AND HERITAGE

Within Airbus DS Ottobrunn, several activities have been undertaken in the
past in the ¦eld of turbopump design and testing. Noteworthy in this respect
is the P111 staged combustion cycle rocket engine [1] that was developed and
tested in Ottobrunn in the period from 1956 to 1968. Its single shaft turbopump
comprises single stage radial LOx and kerosene pumps and a single stage axial
turbine driven by an oxygen-rich preburner (Fig. 1). Over 200 tests have been
performed with this 50-kilonewton engine hardware.

Figure 1 P111 engine (a) and TPA with oxygen-rich preburner (b) [1]
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Figure 2 PW-Rocketdyne ¡ Astrium ST turbopump demonstrator engine RS-72
(Path¦nder) [4]

During the early 1970s, a two-stage high-pressure LH2 pump [2] was developed and tested and at the same time, LOx ¤H2 O¥ pump developments were
initiated, both for application in a 200-kilonewton staged combustion engine. All
development work was done in the frame of the Europa III program.
In the late 1990s, Airbus DS (Ottobrunn) ¡ together with Rocketdyne ¡
developed and tested the RS-72 (Path¦nder), a storable turbopump-fed engine
with a thrust range of 4656 kN (Fig. 2) [3]. In the frame of these development
tests, additional run-in engine tests were performed in Lampoldshausen in Germany using a Russian turbopump [4]. Other heritage includes the LOx Vulcain 1
and Vulcain 2 turbopump tests that were performed under contract of AVIO till
2000 on the P59 test facility in Ottobrunn.

3

DESIGN OF A 120-KILONEWTON LIQUID
OXYGEN TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY

Within the national funded program ¤TARES,¥ an LOx TPU conceptual design
has been established for an LOx/LH2 expander cycle having a vacuum thrust
level of about 120 kN (Fig. 3). Due to di¨erent physical properties of hydrogen
and oxygen also with respect to the di¨erent cavitation behavior and for better overall performance optimization, two standalone TPUs have been chosen
for combustion chamber propellant supply. The general §ow schematic of this
expander cycle is presented in Fig. 3. Thereby, the Lî2 - and LOx-turbopumps
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Figure 3 Expander cycle with two separate TPAs arranged in series
are arranged in series. Each turbopump is equipped with an additional bypass pipeline for performance adjustment and engine regulation. For this LOxturbopump design study, the following operational parameters at reference point
have been used:
LOx pump:





nominal §ow rate (at the outlet) 22.8 kg/s;
total pressure at the pump inlet 3.0 bar;
pump inlet temperature 91.5 K; and
pump outlet total pressure 81.8 bar; and

GH2 turbine:






mass §ow rate (including LOx turbopump bypass) 2.67 kg/s;
minimal required bypass mass §ow rate ≥ 20%;
total pressure at the inlet 89.0 bar;
inlet temperature 218 K; and
static pressure at the outlet 75.0 bar.

The dedicated turbopump design shall meet the following criteria within the
operational envelope:
 maximum turbine and pump e©ciency;
 su©cient cavitation margin;
 su©cient margin in terms of rotor critical speed;
 minimum TPA mass; and
 compact design with minimum momentum of inertia.
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3.1

Liquid Oxygen Turbopump Assembly Conceptual Design

To generate a target-oriented processing (work§ow) of the several main issues,
a general design logic as depicted in Fig. 4 has been established, taking into
account two di¨erent pump con¦gurations. These con¦gurations, as depicted in
Fig. 5, have been selected by a separately performed trade-o¨. All preselected
pump layouts re§ect the state-of-the-art design used in cryogenic and noncryogenic rocket engines. In the case of the pump with low head inducer (backup
solution), a vanless di¨user has been chosen in order to get a layout with lower
complexity. The selected baseline turbopump design consists of a high head
inducer, radial impeller, and vaned di¨user. The vaned di¨user is used to reduce
the radial impeller outlet velocity before entering the volute. This leads to an
improvement in the overall pump e©ciency.
Prior to starting this design work, a detailed literature survey covering [5
9], as well as in-house experience, has been performed. This survey has been
also addressed to carry out the ¦rst validation and to anchor the chosen design
software by redesigning of already existing units as well.
Based on the survey results, a quanti¦cation of the principle turbopump
characteristics (main inlet geometry, number of blades, rotational speed, etc.) for
the further conceptual design process was done by applying adequate similarities.
For the selection of rotational speed at reference conditions, the following
criteria have been considered:
 su©cient cavitation margin (net positive suction head, NPSH) in the whole
operational domain with respect to the reselected pump design (analytical
justi¦cation);
 maximum pump and turbine e©ciency level; and
 su©cient margin against critical rotational speeds.
In order to match these requirements, di¨erent scaling approaches were applied
using similar already existing ¤base¥ pumps for scaling [510].
One approach is based on the speci¦c speed (Ns ) equality of a ¤base¥ and
the new ¤LOxTPA¥ pumps via the given volume §owrates (Qbase and QLOxTPA )
and pressure head (Hbase and HLOxTPA ) by adjusting the rotational speed of the
¤LOxTPA¥ (nLOxTPA ) for a given rotational speed value (nbase ). Substituting
the scaling factor by the given two dependencies, the unknown rotational speed
has been determined, i. e., assuming the same speci¦c speed for both pumps, the
following mathematical function will be obtained:

Q‘
Ns = n 3/4 = const ⇒ Ns base = Ns LOxTPA ;
H


3/4
Q‘ base
HLOxTPA
.
nLOxTPA = nbase
Hbase
Q‘ LOxTPA
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Figure 4 Pump design work§ow
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Figure 5 Preselected con¦gurations for dimensioning: (a) radial pump stage with low
head inducer (backup); and (b) radial pump stage with high head inducer (baseline)

However, this approach does not take into account di¨erent inlet conditions
in terms of pressure level with respect to the cavitation behavior. Therefore,
the suction speci¦c speed (Nss ) has been also used to assess the rotational speed
(nLOxTPA ), assuming the same value for the ¤base¥ and ¤LOxTPA¥ con¦gurations:

n Q‘
ptotal − pvapor
Nss =
− Hloss → Hloss
→ NPSH =
ρ
NPSH3/4
where Hloss is the additional inlet §ow losses assumed to be equal for ¤base¥ and
¤LOxTPA¥ pumps;


3/4
Q‘ base
NPSHLOxTPU
nLOxTPA = nbase
.
NPSHbase
Q‘ LOxTPA
Here, nbase , Q‘ base , and NPSHbase are the values of the ¤base¥ pump con¦guration
used for scaling.
Another approach presents the direct use of the Ns Ds design-point performance diagram as presented in Fig. 6. Comparing the results of the di¨erent
approaches, covering a range from nlower value = 22 000 rpm up to nupper value
= 27 000 rpm, an average rotational speed value of nnominal = 25 000 rpm has
been chosen for further pump design work. This value has been also chosen
with respect to the turbine performance. A higher rotational speed tends to
provide a higher turbine e©ciency level. Taking into account the restricted operational envelope, a rotational speed of 25 000 rpm provides acceptable pump
578
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Figure
6 The Ns Ds design point performance
 diagram (Ns = n [rpm]

× q [m3 /s]/(–H [m])3/4 ; Ds = d [m] (–H [m])0.25 / q [m3 /s]): 1 ¡ η = 0.8; 2 ¡
0.7; 3 ¡ 0.6; 4 ¡ 0.5; 5 ¡ 0.4; 6 ¡ η = 0.3; and 7 ¡ maximal e©ciency line
inlet conditions with respect to cavitation independently on the used inducer
con¦guration.

3.2

Pump Design

The pump design has been made to satisfy the nominal operating conditions.
Typically, the speci¦c speed Ns and the speci¦c diameter Ds are used for the
pump type selection. Figure 6 shows the design-point performance diagram for
various pumps in terms of Ns and Ds . Based on this commonly used diagram,
existing rocket pumps have been analyzed and the ¦rst e©ciency and sizing
assessment was done.
The design parameters have been compared to available/deduced values from
existing LOx-turbopump hardware. With respect to the trade-o¨, di¨erent layouts have been selected for the ¦rst design phase mainly marked by the di¨erent
inducer designs.
Predesigns have been made for the whole pump section to obtain a rough idea
of the expected size and performance of the machine. A more detailed discussion
on dedicated baseline pump design is given in [11].
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Figure 7 Final layout of the high head inducer of the baseline pump con¦guration
The impeller stage suction characteristics prescribe the need for an inducer
to provide su©cient inlet pressure to the radial stage. Based on this necessary
inducer head, a preliminary design has been generated. In addition, a parametric
study has been made with the main focus on the e¨ect of the cant angle and
leading edge sweep on the inducer performance, as well as the e¨ect of the tip
clearance (all of which were kept to zero so far in the baseline design). The
e¨ect of these parameters on the §ow ¦eld and the performance was evaluated
by means of CFD focusing on the selected baseline con¦guration (Fig. 7).
Based on the inducer total outlet pressure and the required overall nominal
pressure head requirement for the turbopump, the impeller head has been determined. In addition, a casing e©ciency value had to be assumed as the ¦rst
estimate to account for losses in stator stages, di¨users, and volute. The impeller has been designed to match the inducer con¦guration. The blade design
has been made in free-form 3D modes.
In the case of the baseline con¦guration, two di¨user con¦gurations have
been generated based on the same meridian geometry: a vaneless variant and
a vaned di¨usor variant. The aim was to characterize the e¨ect of vanes on the
pump e©ciency under otherwise identical conditions.
The draft layouts and the §ow path parameter changes of the two di¨erent
con¦gurations are given in Fig. 8. At ¦rst instance, all further optimization
e¨orts are only applied to the baseline con¦guration equipped with a high head
inducer due to company heritage.
3.3

Turbine Design

A fundamental requirement in the design of a turbine is the e©cient utilization
of high-energy working §uid in the smallest obtainable con¦guration. The ¦nal
turbine type and layout selection is in§uenced by several trade-o¨ factors like:
complexity, e©ciency, weight, life, etc. Normally, all these factors are evaluated
in conjunction with the overall turbopump design as well as the complete en580
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Figure 8 Draft pump design and §ow path parameter evolution: 1 ¡ total pressure;
2 ¡ static pressure; and 3 ¡ velocity. Backup con¦gurations with low (a) and high (b)
head inducers

gine. In this context, only the e©ciency and the complexity have been used as
the mostly driving parameters within the trade-o¨. Prior to starting with the
design of the GH2 turbine, available data, for instance, of the P111 rocket engine turbine, have used to verify and anchor the design method including CFD
calculations (Fig. 9). The ¦gure also shows the numerical mesh used for the 3D
CFD simulations of the redesigned turbine. The computational grid has a total size of ∼ 1.4 million cells. It is divided into two domains: the stator domain
with 500 000 cells and the rotor domain with 900 000 cells, both resolving a single
blade. The results of this redesign work are presented in more detail in [11].
The P111 stage combustion single-stage axial turbine presents a full §ow reaction turbine driven by an oxygen-rich gas having a temperature of about 1000 K.
The available documentation including test and design data as well as the still
existing hardware has been used as input for a redesign and to generate a 3D
model for CFD computation.
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Figure 9 The P111 CFD turbine analysis
For preliminary turbine investigations and trade-o¨ among several turbine
candidates, the e©ciency vs. the isentropic velocity ratio can be used. The
isentropic velocity ratio u/c (pitchline velocity vs. theoretical spouting velocity)
determines the range of e©ciency in which the new turbine operates. This velocity ratio can be used to illustrate and investigate the peak e©ciency behavior
of single- and multistage con¦gurations as well as reacting staging. That means
these curves serve to compare di¨erent turbine layouts based on certain initial
estimates.
With respect to the dedicated application, the pressure ratio as well as the
available energy have been kept constant for staging investigation. In order to
perform such an investigation, three di¨erent
staging types have been chosen keepTable 1 Turbine main operating
ing
the
loss coe©cient constant within the
point data
stator and rotor grids. For these con¦guParameter
Value
rations, di¨erent reaction degrees as well
Power required
236 kW
as di¨erent ¦rst-stage stator outlet angles
Inlet pressure
89.0 bar
have been considered. Taking into account
Inlet temperature
218 K
the low velocity ratio u/c, the maximum
Mass §ow
2.67 kg/s
reaction degree ρ for staging analysis has
Bypass
≥ 20%
been ¦xed to 0.3. Impulse staging is usuMass §ow (e©cient)
2.14 kg/s
ally used for turbines with a velocity raOutlet pressure
75.0 bar
tio below 0.35. These turbines are usually characterized by a high pressure ratio
linked to a sonic or supersonic §ow. Reaction staging is marked by a signi¦cant
lower pressure ratio operating at a velocity ratio above 0.40.45.
The e©ciencies used for further analysis are quoted on a total to static pressure basis. The initial parameters used for turbine staging investigation are listed
in Table 1. Taking into account the low inlet temperature and the moderate
available pressure change through the turbine, a frozen isentropic gas composition has been chosen to determine the velocity ratio. In order to determine
the circumferential speed, an average turbine diameter of comparable size as the
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Figure 10 Turbine e©ciency assessment for di¨erent staging

main dimension of the pump unit has been selected. The result of the e©ciency
estimation within a velocity ratio range up to 0.9 is depicted in Fig. 10.
The number of stages in a new turbine depends on the available working §uid
energy, e©ciency, and weight. Since the pressure ratio, inlet temperature, and
mass §ow at reference point are ¦xed, the e©ciency level is a¨ected by varying
the diameter, §ow angle, and the number of stages. However, the stage number
has a huge impact on the reachable maximum e©ciency level and its location
with respect to the velocity ratio.
Analyzing one-, two- and three-stage turbine con¦gurations and focusing,
mainly, on the complexity of the three di¨erent designs, a single-stage con¦guration, having a reaction degree not greater than 0.15, has been chosen as
a baseline for further design work (see Figs. 10 and 11), due to the simplicity of
its design. A single-stage turbine system has a signi¦cantly reduced number of
elements to be designed and manufactured, increasing hereby the reliability of
the overall system. However, this approach leads to some reservations regarding
the achievable e©ciency. In other words, such a design presents a compromise
between e©ciency and design complexity.
The impact of the stator outlet angle as well as stage reaction degree in the
case of a single-stage con¦guration at nominal operational velocity ratio u/c
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Figure 11 Turbine type trade-o¨: c0 ¡absolute stage inlet velocity; c1 ¡ absolute
inlet velocity; c2 ¡ absolute outlet velocity; w1 ¡ relative inlet velocity; w2 ¡ relative
outlet velocity; u1 ¡ inlet pitchline velocity; u2 ¡ inlet pitchline velocity; α1 and α2 ¡
inlet/outlet blade angle; and β1 and β2 ¡ inlet/outlet §ow angle

results in an e©ciency scattering. The possible e©ciency scattering is marked
by a light grey bar in Fig. 10.
In order to establish a corresponding turbine design, the same approach as
already described for the pump unit has been used. Taking into account the
¦xed initial values and a preselected middle turbine inlet diameter (also with
respect to the maximum pump diameter), the gas path expansion was adjusted
using in the ¦rst loop perspective loss coe©cients. The middle turbine diameter
has been also selected with respect to blade height, avoiding too small values
inducing additional losses, especially in the rotating section. Performing iterative
gas path calculations, an initial draft turbine design is developed by changing
the corresponding design parameters. To minimize the exit losses, a minimized
exit velocity with a vector close to an axial direction is required. Based on this
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Figure 12 Turbine stage ¡ parameter evolution: 1 ¡ total pressure; 2 ¡ static
pressure; 3 ¡ total temperature; 4 ¡ total absolute velocity; and 5 ¡ total relative
velocity
initial design, the distribution of the
main parameters has been checked
prior to initiate the blade design for
further CFD performance calculation
and stage optimization. A diagram
representative of the design point
main parameters is given in Fig. 12.
The stage is marked by a low reaction degree and a nonaxial exit §ow
a¨ecting the e©ciency level of the
stage.
In the next step, initial blade geFigure 13 Turbine stage ¡ airfoils
ometries for the stator and the rotor
have been generated (Fig. 13). The geometry shall develop the required gas path
vector relationships and shall pass the GH2 mass §ow at reference operation conditions.
The turbine airfoil (blading) design treats the §ow path evolution under
the given boundary conditions at inlet and outlet. For the blade pro¦ling, the
following main parameters have been used:
 in- and outlet angles;
 turning angles;
 axial width;
 stagger (chord) angle; and
 throat opening.
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Depending on the applied pro¦ling method, the missing parameters will be
determined using experience and/or available statistic data. Some of these parameters are mainly driven by the §ow conditions in terms of velocity. Since
within the turbine stage only a moderate pressure ratio will be realized, the
blade design has been based on a typical subsonic §ow grid. The highest velocity is reached at the stator exit.
The airfoil is always designed to meet a speci¦c set of operational conditions taking also into account manufacturing specialties. In general, di¨erent
approaches can be applied to generate a dedicated blade pro¦le. All these approaches can be divided in three di¨erent groups:
(1) graphical design;
(2) analytical design; and
(3) design using standard airfoils.
The application of standard airfoils (widely used approach) is based on the
direct implementation of a dedicated airfoil in the dedicated stage design adjusting only the main proportions by scaling with respect to the requirements. Such
standardized airfoils were generated for certain §ow conditions taking also into
account the stage reaction degree and, especially, the velocity level. Airfoils of
this group can be also generated using standard ¤§at¥ pro¦les having a certain
thickness distribution. In this case, the airfoil will be matched to the prede¦ned
centerline. For the dedicated turbine stage design, two di¨erent methods have
been applied. In the ¦rst loop, aerodynamic turbine airfoils have been used,
substituted in the second loop by an analytical design approach (Bezier based
curves) which gives a higher freedom especially with respect to the forming process of the §ow channel between two blades. This method seems to be more
convenient and allows also a fast blade shape adaptation especially with respect
to the CFD design optimization loop.
Using these data, a complete turbine stage prototype has been established
used for further CFD analysis and §ow path optimization. More detailed information on the dedicated turbine design and its optimization are given in [4].
3.4

Structural Analysis

Structural analyses are addressed to determine the e¨ects of all occurring loads
on the structure and the corresponding components. That means these analyses
are addressed to compute internal forces and stresses to verify the structural
¦tness. Within the ¦rst analyses, static and dynamic computations using ANSYS
software have been done. Taking into account the experience in analyzing static
loads occurring in thrust chambers and other space components, special emphasis
was put on rotor dynamic.
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Rotor dynamic presents one of the most important points in the investigation
of the turbopumps. In the frame of this work, it has been demonstrated that for
all necessary dynamic simulations, appropriate software tools are available.
In general, the following inputs are always needed for structural investigations:
 geometry data (dimensions, wall thickness, etc.);
 material data (properties of all used materials);
 characteristics of bearings (sti¨ness and damping);
 characteristics of sealing (sti¨ness and damping);
 eccentricity of rotor (distribution and absolute values);
 nominal rotor speed with centrifugal forces;
 torsional moment (drive torque);
 pressures (distribution and absolute values);
 §uid velocities (distribution and absolute values); and
 temperatures (distribution, absolute values, and gradients).
For the designed rotor, as shown in Fig. 14a, a ¦nite beam element model
has been created. Once all dimensional requirements for a structure have been
de¦ned, it becomes necessary to determine the loads the structure must support.
In order to design an adequate structure, it is, therefore, necessary at ¦rst to
specify the loads that act on it. This requires a detail treatment of all radial and
axial loads occurring on pump and turbine side.
To perform an accurate analysis, all information such as structural loads,
geometry, support conditions, §ow/leakage conditions, and materials properties
must be known. The results of such an analysis typically include support reactions, stresses, and displacements. This information is then compared to criteria
that indicate the conditions of failure. Advanced structural analysis may examine dynamic response, stability, and nonlinear behavior.
In the second continuing phase, a detailed model of the whole turbopump will
be generated in order to calculate all occurring axial and radial loads for adjusting
the seals and to determine the bearing speci¦cations. Until then, a simpli¦ed
rotor model consisting of the turbine, pump preselected seal package, and bearing
with certain sti¨ness for rotor dynamic analysis was used mainly to determine
the margin with respect to critical speeds. The applied materials, in§uencing
the inertia and sti¨ness of the rotor, have been selected based on the results of
the survey. Usually, in order to show the response spectrum as a function of the
oscillation, the Campbell diagram (see Fig. 14b) is used. This diagram is used
to evaluate the critical speed at di¨erent operating speeds.
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Figure 14 Rotor assembly for dynamic analysis: 1 ¡ forward; 2 ¡ backward; 3 ¡
one-times spin speed; and 4 ¡ stable

4

FURTHER TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY
FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATION
AND TEST ACTIVITIES

As already mentioned above, in the early 1970s, an LOx turbopump ¤H2 O¥ [2]
was developed and manufactured at Airbus DS in Ottobrunn. Especially, the inducer unit was used for verifying and anchoring dedicated design tools including
methods for performance and cavitation predictions. Since only restricted data
are available, additional water tests will be performed at the University of Kaiserslautern, specializing in pump design, manufacturing, and testing. These tests
will be conducted under adequate operational conditions using water as pump
§uid. The results of these tests serve to anchor especially the CFD performance
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analyses and to improve the Airbus DS capabilities in cavitation prediction and
inducer design optimization.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main goal of the presented program is to rebuild a certain turbopump competence covering not only the analysis of existing systems, but also to acquire
skills in designing such systems. With respect to the initial proposal, a preliminary LOx turbopump design including the main components has been established
preserving proven design heritage. In the frame of this project, a dedicated work
§ow has been established and applied including the application of design and
analyses software. First, 3D CFD results have been obtained and analyzed for
pump and turbine performance mapping and characterization. The steady-state
pressure data have been applied for ¦rst ANSYS structural models. Further design work has to cover the investigations, especially of unsteady-state processes
as well as further concerns related to airfoil, §ow path, and axial thrust.
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